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The New Materialism: Managing Minnesota's
Materials as if Matter Mattered
DAVID MORRIS

The toxic waste crisis, the garbage crisis, the greenhouse
effect, acid rain, ozone depletion, grounuv. .·ater pollution, are
all :,ymptoms ufthe same disease: our misuse of materials. In
the last decade a powerful worldwide environmental
movement has forced eve1y· level of government, from cities
to the Unite<l Nations, to re-examine the rules governing
materials extraction, processing, and <lisposal.
Responding to grassroots pressure and the mounting cost
of environmental damage, governments have begun to
change the rules concerning the way its agriculture, industry,
and households manage materials, In so doing, they are
changing the underlying economics for much of industrial
society,

Only four percent of the world's population, the U.S. accounts for more than 25
percent of global resources consumed each
year and generates over 30 percent of the
world's garbage.

"Everything is connected to everything else," is the motrn
of the ecology movement. For example, our environmental
analysis of the health effects uf lead moved us to all but
eliminate its use in gasoline, An unintended effect has been
to create a billion gallon a year market for ethanol. l11is, in
tum, has increased the price com farmers receive by 10- 40
rents a bushel. Banning new garbage dumps raised the cost
of disposal and transformed the tiny, voluntary, communitybased recycling movement into a global enterprise.
The mo.~t dramatic change of all will come ifwe undertake
to reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide huildup. ln 1987 an
international accord signed in Toronto called for a 20 percent
reduction in CO 2 emissions by the year 2005. The U.S. is not
a signat0!)', but in 1989 Oregon's legislature required its
Department of Energy to develop a specific plan to achieve
that goal.
Carbon-baseu materials represent 85 percent of our fuels
and perhaps 50 percent of all non-food materials. A serious
strategy to reduce carbon emissions will alter the very
marerial basis of modern civilization,
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Materials issues have become a major source uf international conflict as well as international cooperation. Future
pollution y,·HJ increasingly come from developing countries
who arc unwilling to make the necessary investments to
prevent that unless aggressive actions by industrialized
nations are forthcoming, Brazil has publicly i..:riticized the U.S.
for trying to halt its Amazonian development while we
continue 10 harvest our own temperate rain forests on a nonsustainable level. In 1988 lndia and China told the world they
will not avoid using ozone-depleting CFCs unless the
industrialized countries pay the costs of transition.
International pressure will reinforce our own reexamination of the way we use materials. Only four percent
of the world's population, the U.S. accounts for more than 25
percent uf global resources consumed each year and
generates over 30 percent of the world's garbage. On a per
capita basis we use twice as many materials as Japan, eight
times the world average. To encourage poor countries to
keep the planet clean we may have to demonstrate our
planetary citizenship by significantly reducing our own
c< msumption.
W11ile changes in the external regulatory environment raise
the cost of the traditional way of doing things, technological
advances make it increasingly possible to change the wJ.y we
do things. We can now take a molecule of almost any material
and, through processing, impart to it properties previously
unique to a very fe,,v materials, Auto parts previously made
only from stee I or aluminum can now be made from oil-based
plastics or sand-based ceramics. Automotive fuels previously
made only from fossil fuels can now be made from plant
matter. Industries that previously reclaimed only a small
amount of scrap have now altered their manufacturing
processes to reclaim 50, or even 100 percent,
The raw material base of the future and the techniques
used 10 process tho.~e materials into finished products will
depend on the emerging environmental rules. We cannot
anticipate the precise nature of these m les, but we can discern
a dear trend. By internalizing the environmental costs of
extraction, manufacturing, and transportation, we substantially increase the value of efficiency, used materials, and
plant matter.
Higher efficiency becomes more valuable hecause it
reduces the amount of materials consumed and therefore
substantially reduces pollution, The value of re<.ycling rises
because it can save 20-95 percent of the energy and raw
materials required to make a new product from virgin
materials. Plant matter becomes more valuable because it
comains very little sulfur or nitrogen, key elemems in add
rain, and in its production absorbs carbon dioxide.
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The::.e unprecedented changes in the regulatory and
technological environment offer a unique challenge and
opportunity fur state government. Those states that anticipate
the changing economics of materials use can reap significant
rewards. They can at the same time dean up their own
environments; and strengthen their internal economies. In
doing so, they can develop new techni4ues and knowledge
that could become an attractive export as other parts of the
country and world adapt to the needs of a new age.
States have the tools to reap these rewards. They possess
significant authority over the materials economy through
their ability to regulate garbage and sewage collection and
disposal, power plant siting and utility rates, building codes,
state forest lands, etc. And they have developed an impressive
array of financing tools to nurture n~· and existing busi nesses.
States should develop a coherent and comprehensive
materials policy that combines economic and environmental
objectives. Such a strategy must O\'ercome fragmented
administrative structures inherited from a different era.
Today, in Minnesota, the sanitation department has no
connection to the public utility agency. The agricultural
department has no link to the transportation department. The
purchasing department has no relationship to the garbage
dump.
Plant matter harvested in 1-2 years. as a matter of tradition,
i::. under the jurbdiction of the Department of Agriculture
(DOA). Plant matter that matures in more than 10 years is
controlled by the Department ofNatural Resources (DNR), as
is vegetation chat promotes wildlife. The Pollution Control
Agency (PCA) regulates waste disposal although a subset of
this, solid waste, is also regulated by counties and cities. The
Department of Trade and Economic Development (DTED),
Office of Waste Management ( OW'M), Agricultural L'tilization
Research Centers, and other agencies provide financing for
raw material processing and distribution enterprises. Their
specific jurisdictions are still evolving.
Cooperation among agencies at present is in the form of
ad hoc task forces. For example, five agencies were involved
in the projeLt to develop a network of tree farms to service
a Granite Falls power plant (PCA, DNR, DPS, U ofM, and the
:,/atural Resources Research Institute).
Governments regulate materials in reactive, piecemeal
fashion, The result is a jungle of regulatory guidelines, a
thicket of bureaucracies, and sometimes, counterproduLtive
policies.
At the federal level, the 1989 White House proposed to
reduce utility generated sulfur emissions by substituting low
sulfur coal or installing scrubbers. Both strategies raise the
quantity of coal consumed per kwh generated. Sulfur
emissions will decline while carbon emissions increase, even
as the EPA decides how to reduce carbon dioxide buildup.
On the state level, mandates for degradable plastics,
including Minnesota's, may reflect a similar shortsightedness.
Degradable plastics may be useful for storing soon-to-be
composted yMd waste, but they may actually inhibit recycling
if used for wider purposes. Degradable plastics are not
recycleable. Some plastic brokers fear their customers will
stop buying used plastics if degradable plastics are mixed in.

A Plausible Scenario for the Future
111e following brief scenario reveals the myriad inten::onnet.tions between regulatory actions and Minnesota's solid
wastes, agriculture, and forestry sectors.
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Assume that Minne::.ota were to re(..yclc a technically
feasible 80 percent of its paper . .rvture than 1.5 million tons of
scrap paper per year would become available (I). This is
about as much new product as Minne::.ota's papermakers
produced in 1987 (2). The paper reCO\'ered and the types of
wastepaper useable by mills only partially overlap. for
example, Minnesota lacks a newsprint-to-newsprint mill.
:-,;evertheless, the magnitude of the potential w&Stepaper and
the promise of new technologies that allow its use for higher
and higher quality paper pnx.lucts imply a dramatic impact on
the existing pulp and paper industry.
Aggressive paper recyding could reduce the dernan<l for
wood pulp. On the other han<l, rigorous en\'ironmental
controls on power plant emis::.ions of sulfur or carbon dioxide
could raise the cost of coal fired power and significantly
increase the demand for fuel wood. Minnesota, which already
meets the proposed sulfur emission standards, would not he
direLtly affected hy such regulations. It would, however be
indirectly affected by an increase in the price of low sulfur
coal or \Vood.
CO 2 emissions regulations would more directly affect
Minnesota. Coal combustion emits 30 percent more CO}_ per
million BTI}s gener.ned than oil and 80 percent more than
natural gas (3), and 57 percent of Minnesota's electricity is
generated by coal ( 4). ]he cost of mitigating CO 2 emissions
from coal could raise the cost of electricity very ::.ignitlcantly,
making wood fired electricity more economical. This would
also occur if, as the Environmental Protection Agency
proposed in a report to Congress in 1989, a substantial carbon
emissions tax were imposed on coal (5). The attractiveness
of Ii.tel wood would, in turn, rdise its price and affect the price
of paper, wood pulp, and scrap paper.
Increased demand for woo<l woul<l initially be met by
existing forests but entrepreneurs and government would
quickly expand existing tree plantation progrnms, not only as
a source for future fuels but as a way to combat Col buildup.
Entrepreneurs would develop methods for producing even
more valu:1bk end-producLs from this new rJ.\V material. In
1988, for example, an Australian company developed a
technology to utilize plantation and waste wood to produce
"scrimber," a dimensional wood product. Fast growing trees
might also serve as pulp for paper.
Environmental regulations can change the economics of
liquid fuels as well as (lf electricity. In early 1989 Los Angeles,
with 12 million people, required all fleet vehicles, including
rental cars, to run on fuels such as methanol or ethanol by
1993. By 1998 40 percent of all cars, 70 percent of all freight
vehicles, and all buses in LA. must convert co cleaner fuels.
By 2007 all cars mw,cconvert to clean hurning fuels or electric
pov,.rer.
To comply with L.A.'s regulations, Ford and General Motors
promised to produce at least 100,000 flexible fuel cars that
run on methanol, ethanol, or natural gas by 1993. In June 1989
the \Xlhite House proposed to expand pans of LA. 's plan to
several other urban areas, with the goal of having one million
dean fuel vehicles in these cities by 1997.
The advent of 85 percent methanol or ethanol fueled cars
would open up a potential market more than eight times
larger than the current octane enhancer market, which is
limited by the current 5-10 percent blend ceiling.
In the short run the increased demand for ethanol would
increase the price of its current primary feedstock, corn. But
the entire t J.S. corn crop could displace only 10 percent of our
vehicle fuels. The increa.~ed demand will encourage the use
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ofuthcrcrops. 1\-linnesota has alreidy succeeded in extracting
twice the amou11t of ethanol per acre from S\\"ect c,orghum as
from corn ((J). '[\·A.~ work with wood cellulose shov..--s that it
can be competitiw· with com ethanol as well(~). LTJtirnatdy.
even Illorl' abundant sources of bioma.~.\ like .~ingle cell
algae may provide the rdw materials needed.
Companies\\ ill derive higher,:ilue products from the new
biomass plantations. Plastic~ might be one such product.
Although kss than fiye percent ofl ·.s. fossil fuels arc u.~ed for
plastic~. this reprc~ented more tha11 60 million tons in "1982
(8) The Bntish chemical giant, lCI Chemicals, Ltd. has
dc\·elopcd a 100 percent sugar-ba~ed cnginccnng plastic.
Prorni.~ing ,vork i~ taking place in crnffemng lignin, which
make.~ up lG-33 JXTL·ent of tree hioma.~s and currc11tly uc,ed
at besl only ac, mill fucL into plastics. If sucn:'.~.~ful. it \vould
profot1ndly affect the economic.~ of the forest products
mt!UStIY.

Four Guiding Objectives for a Minnesota
Materials Policy
This brief MTnario merely LOuche.~ on the complex
irneractions between regubtrnychanges and the comparative
economics of materials. Thl' objective of state policy should
be to anticipate such changl'S and dcn·lop a comprehensive
strategy to maximize the benefits to the c,tate economy.
This policy must he guided by clear, quantifiable obJec
l!vcs. Four arc proposed here.
I .•Haximize 1-.f(iciencv

Eftkicncv i~ lcdmirnllv defined as the amount of
useful \\.ork extrncled fr01{1 a given input (e.g. miles per
gallun. pounds of paper from a ton of wood). But
simply improving efficiency is 1101 sufficient if \Ve
increa~c our consumption at even faster rates. Modestly
raising vehicle efficiency, for example. while c,ignificantly irKTeac,ing the arrmunt of miks driven increases
fuel cor1.~umption and pollution.
The environment could nol sustam the world's using
maleriab as profligately as Americans do. TherefrJre. we
havl' a peculiar respons1hilityto li\'e not only\vithin our
ov..11 resource limil~ since we arc blessed with a lrm
population density and abundant naturdl resource~, but
within a planetary resource budget. This requires not
only improving efficiency but reducing our per capila
c,hare of materials consumption

2. Jfax1mize ,Haterials Recrmery
TI1is objective requires its ov.11 strategy, but is really
a sub~et of efficiency IL~ goal, the per capita reduction
in materials use is best achie\·ed through the re-use of
products( e g. rdillahk milk bottle~). The second-best
c,tratcgy is primary recycling. that is, recycling rnateriab
back into thcll" original forrn(e.g newsprint into
nc\~Sprim, glass into glass). Least desirable is ~econdary
recycling, that is, converting the used material into a
lower \~dlue c,econdary use( e g. paper into compost,
plastic soda boule.~ into p!~tic "lumber").
.i S11hslitute l'lant Matter fur FueL1· and Indu.1trial J1ateriaL,
Jlade from Fussil FuellPlant rnattcr·c, .~ubstituuon for fossil fueb will reduce
pollution It will also keep money m the state economy
and c,trengthen rural econumies both because of the

rising value f-or farm produclc, and becauc,c of the
potential for rcghmal prrnTssing facil!til'S.
4 . .-Haxim1ze the Value tu i'v!innesnta's Economy
Value added refers to the economic value crcatl'd as
a raw material is convenl'd into a finished product. For
l'xarnple, a ton of wood may cost $15 20. The \ctluc
added portion of thi.~ dcri\·e.~ frorn the labor and
equiprnent needed to cul a11d transpon the raw wood.
A \voud pulp plalll will add several hundred dollar~ of
value to the wood, a newsprint mill will add hundreds
more, and the product of a V..Titing paper rnill will be
even more valuable.
111e Mate should Mrin· to corn·ert ib raw material into
a.½ highly\:iluable finished products as possible A \·aluc
added analysis c,lmuld be comprehensive, evaluatmg
each investment's overall impact on the state economy
This requires tracking dollar flows related lo the
im·cstrnent ( e.g. e\ct]uating what portion is spcnl in
stare and how much for imports, the ponitm spent on
labor \·ersu~ equipment, the indirect impacts on
research and development. etc.).

A Report Card on Minnesota's Progress
A comprehensive materials policy needs a con1prd1ensive,
up-to dale data base. Such data is not yet readily ac['ec,c,iblc.
\\-hat followc,. therefore. ic, ha~ed on pamal data and intends
to lay the groundwork for future refinement.
t.Jficiency
Fuels, ba.~ed on national averages. represents about 35
percent of all non-food materials. With regard to energy,
Minnl'sota has a stated policy of emphasizing cfficiem;,· and
the use of renewable re~ources In 1980 the kgislalure
declared "the c,late ha~ a vital mtcrcst in providing for:
increac,ed dTiciency in cncq,ry consumption, the develop
mcnt and use of rene\~ablc energy resources wherever
possibk ... (9)." In 1983 the ll'gislature enabled the Public
l 1tili11es Cumrnission to "order a utility to make an enl'rgy
conservation improvement investment or expenditure
whenever the curnmi~~ion finds that the improvement will
rest1lt in energy ~avings at a total cost to the utility less 1han
the cost to the utility to produce or purchase an equivalent
amount ofne\v supply ofcnergy ( 10).'" In l987 the legislature
added, "To the maximum reasonable extent. the Commission
.½hall set rates lO encourage energy consnYation and rene\~
able rnergy use ... ( 11 ). '"
The 19'"7 appliance efficiency standard and the I')83
buildmg cu<lc have effccti,·ely reduced energy uc,c ( 12). In
19-:-(i a typical \.1inneapolb-Saim Paul home built to the
exic,ting hou.~ing standards u~ed 154 million BTUs. In 1984
the ~ame size houc,c used 69 million BTL1s (13).
Dec,pitc c,ignificant imprnvemcnts in transportatitm fuel
d1kiency and in household heating efficiency, however.
there has been \·inually no reduction in per capita energy
consumption, exL·ept during the recession years of the early
1980s. Per capita consumpt1on of energy rose from 272
million 8"11;~ in 1970 to 282 million BTIJs in 1980. dropped
during the early 1980s. then ro~e again. nearly reaching its
previou.~ peak by 1986 and probably surpassed the previou.~
peak by 1988.
Electric consu1nplion hac, accounted for all growth in
energy uc,c. Per capita electric om~umption mcrcased from
6180 kwh m !970 to 8800 kv,h in 1980 to 9580 kwh in 1986

Table 1. .\linnesota Energy l:se: Statewide and Per Capita.
By Snrnr ( 1970- J 986)

------

------------

Statewide (Trillion BTUs)
Per Capita (Million BTUs)

1970
1104
272
207

Energy Use Total
Per capita
Residential Total
Per capita

55

Commercial Total
Per capita
Industrial Total
Per capita
Transportation Total
Per capita

124
33
214
56
262
69

1980
1150
282
192
47
131
32
164
40
323
79

1986
1180
280
180
43
148
35
147
35
335
79

-------------

Source: Minnesota Energy Data Book, January 1988. DPS.

( 1/0. Both the Department of Public Service (DPS) and
\linncsota's clcctriL· utilities predict substantial per capita
demand growth to the end of the century ( 15).
Electricity accounted for about 24 percent of primary
energy use in .\lin ncsora in 1970 and about 36 percent in 1986
( 16). By extrapolation, electricity could consume half of all
primary cncrm· used in \•linncsot.a by the year 2000.
Elet:tric conservation programs have had minimal impact.
\.onhern States Power (!\SP), which sells more than 55
percent of all electricity in !'vlinnesota, reduced consumption
by some 130 G\'('I ! per year through its conservation efforts
in the period 1982- l 987 (17). During the same period !\SP
customers increased electricity consumption by about 4,000
C\\'I ! ( 18). !\SP projects a consumption increase or 10,000
G\VH hy 1998; conservation efforts wi 11 offset only 500 G\VH
of th is increase ( 19).
In 19W) the Pl
began seriously to consider regulatory
changes tha1 could improve this record. ll agreed \vith
Commissioner David ,\foskovitz of the !'vlaine Public Ltilitv
Commission that under present utility regulations, "The sad
fact is that even zero cost conservation is strongly against a
utility's O'wn financial interests (20)." A nc'-" approach, often
called least cost planning, is defined by the l'llC as ,;a
regulatory process that requires utilities to consider the
efficient use of resources equally with the construction of
new power plants, in planning for the future electric demand
(21).'

:c

"I\tblc 2. The l'mmise of Encq,,•y Efficient Appliances

In \-lay 1989, based on "1he widening evidence of the
environmental effects of acid rain and global warming," the
l'!JC declared "the desirabilitv of increased dUciencv in the
use of energy even more ~vident and critical (22).·· It
required a 11 rate regulated electric uti Ii ties with more 1han 500
customers, as '>'>'ell as other interested persons, to file
proposals '\hat remove disincentives andior provide
incentives to promote the adoption by electric utilities of cost
effective demand side management resource options.··
The potential for improving efficiency in the energy sector
is very high One DPS study estimated a potential costdfcclivc reduction in electric consumption of 52 percent
( 23). Table 2 shmvs energy savings possi hie hy substituting
the most efficient appliances nmv available and hy suhstitut
ing the most effkient, cost effective appliances that have been
tested but are not vet widelv available.
\\'ilh respect to transpurt,;tiun, the C.S Office of Technology A-;sessment estimated in 1982 that hy 2000 cars could
average 51 78 mpg for an additional $120 300 in 1980 dollars
(h ). l'rutorype four passenger vehicles, like the Volvo diesel,
achieve a combined city•·highway efficiency of 71 mpg. !n
June 1989 the !-:PA submiucd a report to Congress that
included a recommended 40 mpg standard for the all new
cars by the year 2000.

Report Card. Except for housing codes and appliance
efficiency standards devised or adopted in the 1970s,
Minnesota ha.,;; not aggressively pursued eneq,•y efficiency, Per
capita consumption of electricity ha., risen significantly in the
past decade, and is expected to continue to do so. Yet
evidence exists; that Minnesota could cost•effectively reduce
its use of energy, on a per capita basis, by 25-40 percent by
the tum of the century.
Gmd~•:

c+

Recpcling
\Hnnesuta has dramatically changed its objectives and
policies regarding used materials in the last decade The
\Vaste \fanagcment Act of 1980 gave no direction to state
officials. Its goals, in no order of priority, were ;,a) reduction
in ,.,,..aste generated, b) separation and recovery of material
and energy from \Vaste, c) reduction in indiscriminate
dependence on disposal of waste ( 2 5)."
In 1985 the i\ktro Council proposed burning 80 percent of
Twin City garbage and recycling 20 percent. The !'CA
proposed a 60 percent incineration and 25 percent recycling
goal for rural \linnesota.

·-·-----·-·----·-----

Product

Avg,
In use

New Model
fi.vera~

Best
Available

Estimated Cost
Effective
Potential
----

Savings
Potential(%)

Refrigerator
Central A/C
Electric Water Heater
Electric Range
Gas Furnace (therms)
Gas Water Heater
Gas Range

1500
3600
4000
800
730
270
70

1100
2900
3500
750
750
250
50

750
1800
1600
700
700
200
40

200-400
900-1200
1000-1500
400-500
400-500
100-150
25-30

87
75
75
50
50
63
64

Source: Howard S, Geller, "Energy Efficient Appliances: Performance, Issues and Policy Options". IEEE Technology and Society Magazine.
March 1986.
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A'i of mi<l 1989 permitted or proposed capacity in the Twin
Cities will permit burning 40- 50 percent of used materials.
About 60 percent of the state's human wastes arc incinerated,
and almost 100 percent in the Tv..-'in Cities and Duluth.
In 1989 the legislature abandoned its neutrality and
declared, 'The following waste management practices are in
order of preference: 1) waste reduction and reuse: 2) waste
recycling and yard waste composting: 3) resource recovery
through mixed municipal solid waste composting or incineration; and 4) land disposal (26)."
Waste reduction and reuse is defined as "an activity that
prevents generation of waste including reusing a product in
its original form, increaseing the life span of a product,
reducing material used in production or packaging, or
changing procurement, consumption or waste generation
habits to result in smaller quantities of waste generated.''
Statewide recycling and waste generation figures are not
readily available, but in 1987 the Twin Cities region,
comprising about SO percent of the state population and
possibly 60 percent of the solid waste, recycled or composted
slightly more than eight percent of its solid wastes ( 27). Per
capita annual ~.raste generation in the metropolitan area is
projected to increase from 2025 pounds in 1987 to 2298 in
the year 2000 (28). Vi1tual!y all growth will take place in the
commercial sector.

Table 3. :\ktropolitan Area Solid Waste Composition (1987)
Material
Paper
Plastics
Yard Waste
Food Waste
Other Organics(textiles, rubber, etc.)
Ferrous metals
Aluminum
Bi-metal beverage
Glass
Other inorganics(dirt, cement, etc.)
Special waste

Percentage Tonnage
46,5
1,013,717
10
218,004
11.8
257,244
6.8
148,242
6.8
148,242
2.9
63,221
0.9
19,620
10,900
0.5
3.6
78,481
2-6
56,681
21,800
1

Source: Waste Generation and Composition Study. Ca/ Recovery,
December 1988 and 1988 Abatement Progress Report. Metropolitan
Council.

materials recovery of any LS. community, 60 percent,
excluding frxid \vaste; it has achieved a 33 percent rate as of
early 1989.
Most of the nation's ret-ycled materials, except for aluminum and glass, are not recycle<l into their original forms. For
example, more than 90 percent of plastics recycled today
come from soda bottles, and none of this is recycled back into
bottles.
Re-use is, an:or<ling to the 1989 revisions of Minnesota's
Waste Management Act, and according to our own guidelines,
the highest goal. Several Minnesota several dairies now sell
plastic refillable milk bottles. Each bottle is, on average,
refi !led 50-100 times and can then be reeve led. fa;h refillable
bottle can divelt about four pounds of plastics from landfills
compared to a one-way plastic milk bottle,
Another example of re-use is the req'Cling of about 6,000
used stove~, refrigerators, freezers and ~rashers and dryers a
year that are thrown away in the Twin Cities area. This,
however, represents only two pcn. :ent of the 270,000 such
products dispose<l of annually. Another 100,000 are shredded
and melted down into construction steel. One company in
the Twin Cities, Major Appliance Pickup Service, Inc. plans to
design an<l huild a metal shredder machine just for appliances \Vhich wi !! perm it the recycling, at least in secondary form,
of almost all Twin Cities white goods,
Report Card. In the last five years Minnesota officials have
changed waste management policy from a pronounced
emphasis on burning its used materials to an lncreasing
emphasis on re-using them, Per capita consumption of
materials, however, continues to climb, the vast majority of
recycling is for secondary uses, and little emphasis has been
put on re-lL',e. Moreover, existing commitments to incineration may reduce the future economic opportunities for
reL,•ding. IfyJrd waste is excluded from the waste stream, as
will be done after 1990, paper and plastics, both highly
recoverable materials, account for 60· 75 percent of the waste
stream. A significant ponion will have to be burned to justify
the investments in incinerators. This will reduce the reliable
supply of used materials available for scrap ba,;ed manufacturers. A result might be that Minnesota will have to export
its low value, unprocessed used materials to manufacturers in
other states or countries.

Grade: B

Figure 1 reveals that the annual increases in garbage
generation surpassed the combined increases in n_'t..ycling
and composting from 1983 through 1987. ln 1988, for the first
time, expanded recycling and composting exceeded
increases in waste generation. This is probably a result of the
drought, which dramatically reduced yard waste, W'hen ya.rd
waste composting becomes mandatory in 1990, the additional 250,000 tons composted will truly mark the first time
that annual increases in materials recovery exceed annual
increases in waste generntion.
By mid 1989 four rural counties had implemented mandatory reLycl ing ordinances. The Environ mental Policy Commit•
tee of the Metro Council recommended raising the 1993
recycling plus composting goal to 50 percent.
Evidence from other communities indicates the potential
for materials recovery is very high. Several communities in the
Unite<l States rt::cycle 50 percent of their garbage (29).
Estimates of the technical ceiling on recycling arc as high as
80-84 percent (30). In 1988 Seattle set the highest goal for
Volume 55. \'omhcr 2. 1990
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Substituting Plant A1atter for Imported Fossil Fuels
Virtually all of Minnesota's electridtv and automotive fuels,
fertilizers and plastics are imported. ,
In 1982 the legislature adopted a sustainable yield policy
for forests: "(l) reforestation occurs annually on an acreage
at least equal to the acreage harvested that year on all forest
lands under the authority of the commissioner; (2) additional
reforestation is accomplished on areas previously harvested
but not adequately reforested so that the backlog of reforestation work can be d iminate<l; and ( 3) poorly stocked forest
land, or forest land damaged by natural causes, shall be
returned to a state of productivity (31 ). "
The amount of timber harvested from Minnesota forests
increased 50 percent between 1977 and 1987, from 3 million
to 4.3 million cords. Additional woorJ needed solclv to
accommodate planned industry expansions proje~·ted
through 1996 will be 1.3 million cords, 30 percent above
current har-,est levels. 1be Dl\'R maintains that this increase
in commmption can be met while maintaining the sustaina•
bility goals of the legislature, but in late 1989 a citizem group
petitioned the Environmental Quality Board for a generic
environmental impact statement to comprehemJvely assess
the status of forestry impacts.
The federal Parm Security Act of 1985 initiated the
Conservation Reserve Program ( CRP), under which the
federal government pays half the costs of planting, and an
annual fee, for highly erodible land set asirJe for 10 years.1be
federal Department of Agriculture's goal is to have 12 percent
of nationwide CRP land planted in fast growing trees. A, of
the end of 1988 Minnesota had approximately 1. 7 million
acres in CRP land. Ahout 2 percent, or 40,000 acres is planted
in trees. Georgia has achieved the highest tree planting
penetration rate, 91 percent (32).
About 42 percent of wood consumed in Minnesota in 1987
was used as fuel. 1hree-quarters of this came from salvaging
the residue from trees harvested for another purpose and a
quarter was taken from growing stock diverted for this use
(33).
Less than one percent of Minnesota's vehicle fuels is cornderived ethanol. Fuel wood accounts for four percent of total
primary energy use in Minnesota and six percent of nomransportation use (34).
Minnesota, as an agricultural state, has an enormous
capacity for substituting plant matter for imported fossil fuels.
Tahle 4 illustrates the acreage required to meet the needs
under va1ying scenarios.
Tahle 4 ignores other kinds of plant matter available for
energy. For example, the remainder of the com plant (stover)
contains twice as much energy as docs the corn itself. If corn
stover from all acres planted in corn were used for eneq,•y it
would provide ahout 30 percent of the state's nontransportation energy, 230 trillion of 800 trillion BTI:s. (A
portion of the stover would have to remain in the fields to
maintain soil vitality (35 ).)
Tahle 4 reveals that if 100 percent of Minnesota's existing
corn crop were converted into ethanol the state could be
nearly self-sufficient in vehicle fuels. Ethanol is economical
with other octane enhancers at present due to the state and
federal tax incentives. 1he major ohstade to achieving the
goal of a 100 percent Minnesota hased automotive fuel
economy is that present car engines can hurn only a blend
of ethanol and gasoline. Nevertheless, according to the
Renewahle Fuels Association, existing engines could u.~e a 20
percent, rather than 10 percent, ethanol blend without any
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modifications. This would require permission of the federal
government. If this were granted, and if all .\1innesota cars
used the 20 percent ethanol blend, and if the ethanol were
derived from corn, it wou!<l require l .4 million acres of corn,
about 30 percent of the current crop. Ethanol derived from
sweet sorghum, based on yields achieved in 1987- 1988 in
Minnesota, would require ahout 40 percent less acreage than
corn.
With respect tu electricity, even if all existing forests were
devoted to fuel use, they could not meet all electrical needs,
even with a 25 percent reduction in projected demand.
However, tree plantations on le-,s than 4 million acres could
displace all coal needed to produce future electricity.
Minnesota·~ CRP lands alone contained about 1.7 million
acres in mid 1989.
This analysis excludes available biomass in existing forests.
State agencies estimate that Minnesota could a1 least double
the amount of wood used as fuel without competing with
other wood uses (36).
Table 4 does not take into account the increased energy use
required to produce plant-based fuels. On a national basis
this may be of little consequence because it will be offaet by
reduced fossil fuel use. It remains for further research to
evaluate how it would affect future energy requirements in
the state. Since a good part (lfthe petroleum used in the state
is also refined in-state, at the Koch Refine!)', the energy used
to produce vehicle fuel from plant matter may displace
energy used in the petroleum refine!)' over the long term.
Table 4 ignores the affect of a massive increase in the use
of plant matter on soil erosion, fenilizer run-off, soil nutrient
levels, and wildlife. Relatively little analysis of this problem
exists. There is some evidence that sweet sorghum requires
less fertilizer inputs than corn. \'>:/ood plantati011s located near

Table 4. Acreage to ~1eet ,',,1inncsota Energy Needs With Plant ~fatter

Crop

2000(1)

Higherj2)
Efficiency

5,880,000
3,530,000

4,440,000
2,650,000

6,940,000
3,770,000
1,740,000
9,420,000

5,420,000
3,080,000
13,500,000
7,710,000

Present
-acreage
Vehicle Fuels

Com{3)
5,500,000

Sweet Sorghum(4)
Electricity
SR!Cjall elec.)(5)
SR!C(coal sub.)l6)
Forests(all elec.)(7)
Forests(coal sub.)
Notes:

13,000,000

1. For vehicle fuels, assumes per capita consumption in 1987
remains constant and an 85 percent ethanol, 15 percent
gasoline blend is used. For electricity assumes projected
growth rate of 2.4 percent per year.
2. For vehicle fuels, assumes 25 percent reduction in per
capita consumption. For eleclricity fuels assumes 25
percent reduction in projected growlh.
3. Corn yield of 300 gallons oi ethanol per acre.
4. Sweet sorghum yield of 500 gallons of ethanol per acre.
5. SAIC-Short Rotation intensive Cultivation. Assume 5 dry
tons per acre on annual basis. Atl elec. means acreage
needed to substitute for all electricity needs.
6, Coal sub.-Acreage required to substitute for all coal-fired
electricity.
7, Forests-Existing forests with a yield oi 2 dry tons per acre
on annual basis.

j( 1urnal (lf the
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cities could use human and solid wastes as a primary source
of nutrients. A recent study in Michigan shows a 57 percent
increase in aspen biomass growth in 1981 1985 using sludge
( 37). TI1is could only occur, however, alter Minnesota's urban
sludge incinerators reach the end of their useful lives.
n-ie overall fertilizer potential of compost and sludge is a
matter of some dispute. ""Ihe amount of nitrogen currently
used in the United States, a little over IO million tons a vear"
one author estimates, "is roughly equal to the amo~nt ~f
nitrogen available annually from human and animal wastes,"
Moreover, he adds, '·!\.fach chemical nitrogen is lost before
the plants can use it so actually a good bit less than 10 million
tons is really needed ( 38 ). " But another study concludes, "If
all the nutrients in the country's sewage were recycled and
used on the land, it would provide 12 percent of the current
demand for commercial nitrogen fr:rtilizers, and 20 percent
of the demand for phosphorous fertilizers ... (39)."
Report Card. In the e-,uly 1980s, with high oil prices,
Minnesota initiated an aggressive program to use wood in
institutional boilers and lo promote ethanol Inw interest
loans were given to institutions for conversion and a state tax
exemption was added to the federal tax exemption for fuel
ethanol. The state also undertook a federally funded wood
plantation program and for a short time worked with NSP to
promote wood fired eleltricity. NSP halted its wood ftred
electricity program in early 1988. The conversion of institutional boilers to wood has virtually halted. One ethanol
producer, Minnesota Corn Processors, Inc., produces about
75 percent of aH ethanol in the state, and is currently
expanding modestly.
The newly formed Agricultural Utilization Research
Centers, under the auspices of the Greater Minnesota
Corporation, have begun to finance some plant processing
technologies. The potential for a plant based fuels and
industrial materials economy is very large. For example,
ethanol is already cost competitive with other octane
enhancers for a market ten times larger than the one it now
serves in Minnesota. Relatively liule state supported work is
going on in this area at the present time.

GRADE: B,.-\1aximizing Value Added
A"' befits a state rich in agricultural and forcslry resources,
Minnesota has been extracting higher value from existing raw
materials. The second largest manufactured export is
pnx:essed food, accounting for 13 percent of overall manufacturing valne added. On the other hand, about 36 perccnl
of agricultural produnion leaves the state as a raw material
(40).
In-state processing capacity for manufacturing of such
items as frozen french fries and beet sugar is closely matched
to output. Virtually all poultry raised in Minnesota is
processed in the state.
Minnesota's forest industry generates $4 billion in product
value and accounts for 16 percent of the state's annual
manufacturing value. Two- thirds of this comes from lhe
secondary wood industry. Ahout $1.4 billion comes from
primary extraction ( 41).
Total capital investment in Minnesota's forest products
industry t:xceeded S900 million 1977-1986 and an additional
$2.5 billion is expected in '1986-1996. Two-thirds of the
fl>rmer investment was to expand paper production; this is
expe<-ted to rise to over 95 percent of the future investment

l11e fore.st products industry has been driven by technological advances. Twenty five years ago aspen became an
attractive raw material for paper. Twenly years ago the
structural pandboard market was dominated by plywcxxl,
made from large-diameter trees from the western and, more
recently, the southern U.S. Newtedmology allow<..>d struclural
panelboard to be produced by compressing small wood
fibers or flakes. ntis waferboard, or oriented strand hoard
( OSB ), is a direct market substitute for plywood and can be
produced from a5pen.
In 1971 the nation's first waferboard plant was built in
Minnesota. By 1983 waferboard and OSB had increa<;ed their
share of lJ.S. structural panelboar<l market to over 5 percent
and by 1987, he Id up lo half of the market share previously
held by plywood. Minnesota is the nation's leading wafcrboard/OSB producer, home to five of the nation's 27 plants,
accounting lor 27 percent of the 3. 5 billion square feet
produced nationally in 1986 (13).
Currently lhe state seek<; tO manufacture a higher value
product, industrial particle board. Like waferboard and
oriented strand board, these are ground up, glued together
wood hut they are lighter weight boards, used to make
con.sumer goods, such as ready to assemble furniture. "!his
could be a lower cost alternative to particle board now
imponed from the Pacitlc Northwest for Minnesola's 238
kitchen cabinet manufacturers and 90 furniture manufacturers.
Minnesota's paper mills produce business paper and high
quality coated paper for publishing magazines and for glossy
advertising. In the pa<;t eight ye-,1rs production of this type of
paper has increased 40 percent. Minnesota makes three
percent of all U.S. produced paper in its eight planes ( 1/4 )_
Minnesotans consume about 22 million gallons of ethanol,
which represents about one percent of total vehicle fuel use.
Ah out 'I 5 million of lh is is produced within the state (4 5).
Several Minnesota cruerprises already process scrap
materials into finished or inlermediate producls. The largest
is the North Star Steel mill, which processes virtually all car
hulk<; in the Twin City metropolitan region and a small
portion of the white goods ( e.g. refrigerators, freezers). "Ille
Edina-ba5ed Gopher Smelter is a secondary lead smelter.
Waldorf paper is a major scrap processor as is Anchor Glass.
Report Card. Minnesota ha<; an aggressive program to
encourage industries to use wider segments of its forests and
to extract higher and higher value products from its forests.
It has a more modest program to <lo the same for agricultural
crops and scrap materials.
The major shortcoming the state's economic development
orientation in these progr-.uns is the lack of a comprehensive
perspective on economic v,1lue.

GRADE: A·

MINNESOTA'S MATERIAI.S. SCORECARD

SUBJECT
EFFICIENCY
MATERIAl.S RECOVERY
PIA"IT MATTER USE
VALUE ADDED

GRAD~

C+
B

BA-

( 42).
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Policy Implications

3. 1Jerelop non-traditional strategies that break out of

How should :\1innesota meet the challenge and opportun•
itv that come from the new environmental awareness? The
fi~st step should be to embrace. as a matter of legislati\'e and
executive branch action. the four guiding objectives described above.
The second step would be to develop an Office of Materials
Management (OM..1\1) within the Governor's office. 1ne small
staff in the materials czar's office would coordinate. promote
and educate. The rapidly growing outreach of the Greater
:Vlinnesota Corporation makes it a likely coordinator of
executive branch activities related to materials use while the
Legislative Commission on .'vlaterial Resources could expand
its legislative role in this area.
The materials czar would be responsible for coordinating
and spurring the following activities, His or her central
responsibility woukl be to persuade, cajole, demand state
agencies to use a different "template'· when <levcloping their
own programs.
The materials czar would have six specific responsibilities.

exi1•ting bureaucratic divisions.
For example, states have assumed that electric utilities
should promulgate anrJ finance electric efficiency programs. In theory this is true, L'tilitics have a unique
capability for using the savings from avoiJing the constnKtion of nev.' power plants an<l transmission lines to finance
the efficiency improvemenb.
But utilities are not organizationally designed to
promote efficiency. Their historical mandate was to plan
for the worst demand si1uation Their personnel is
oriented toward thinking of supply and transmission
altcrnatives.1nerefore, while the state should continue to
de\'e!Op regulations that integrate efficiency into utility
planning it should also examine other financing mechanisms. A 15 year, $1 billion state bond, perhaps offered
directly to its own citizenry, could finance a rapid
upgrading of existing inefficient physical stock. from
refrigerators to furnaces to cars to poorly insulated homes
anrJ be repaid from the energy savings.

JJe1!elop benlhmarks to e1;a/uate progress.
Some indices of efficiency were developed during the
1970s with regard to energy policy: BTIJs per square foot
per degree day, miles per gallon, lumens per watt. Per
capita consumption measures should also be developed.
\'fith regard to recycling. the percentage by weight
recycled is a good indicator but similar indices should he
developed that differentiate between reuse, primary
recycling (back into its original form) and secondary
recycling. Indexes for value added and domestic use of
plant matter should also be developed.
2. Promote an internal market.

A \vide variety of strategies is possible. For recycling,
mandatory recycling legislation statewide would substantially increase the available scrap materials. To create
markets these material.~, local and .~tatc procurement
ordinances should be changed. The state might imitate the
1989 Connecticut legislation that required state newspapers to contain a certain level of scrap newsprint, starting
with 30 percent in 1993 and rising to over 70 percent by
1997
With respect to ethanol. all state and local government
cars should he required to use a 10 percent blend. The
Twin Cities is a nonattainment area with respect to air
pollution. The measures it takes to correct this situation
could greatly affect the internal market for ethanol. For
example. in 1987 the Denver metropolitan area required
all fuel sold in the winter months to contain at least 1.5
percent oxygen. The market was captured by methanolhaseJ additi\'es (\1RTE). The second year Denver raised
the required oxygen content to 2 percent. If the oxygen
levels were raised to 3 percent, ethanol, with a higher
oxygen content than methanol. would become the
preferred additive. If the state were to take action to
encourage CO 2 reduction. this would also favor ethanol
over methanol because methanol does not reduce CO l
emissions while ethanol reduces them by up to 30 percent
per mile driven ( 46).

JO

4. Deuelop a lomprehensiue economic analp;fs evaluation
tool for all state and local policies
·
Five examples may illustrate this type of approach.
A. Solid waste management shou!J not be viewed
solely as public works, but as economic <levelopment.
Garbage management \vill never be a profitable enterprise,
but we shoul<l maximize the benefit to the regional
economy received from what we do pay. For every 600 tons
of garbage landfilled. about 0.4 jobs are create<l. l11is rises
to one job if the material is recycled and falls to 0.05 jobs
if the material is incinerated ( 47). Thus, assuming 100
percent of the waste is handled in each strategy. a materials
recovery strategy would create about 6200 more jobs than
an incineration strategy (Table 5 ).
This is only a fir.St cut analysis. Additional jobs are
created if the materials are processed within state borders.
A comprehensiYe analysis would track the flow of expenditures and include both direct and indirect employment
generated.
B. For every $1 spent for petroleum an additional 34
cents in economic activity is generated in Minnesota. For
every $ I spent for biomass energy, an additional $1. 50 in
economic activity is generated in the state ( 48). Given its
imported nature, coal \vould probably have a multiplier
.~imilar to petroleum. Thus for every $1 million spent on
fuel wood, $1.5 million in additional economic activitv
occurs in Minnesota. For every $1 million spent for coal,
Lmly $340,000 in a<lditional economic activity is generated.
Such an analysis could lead to a state strategy to encourage
wood substitution for coaL perhaps even at slightly higher
cost.
C. Tahle 6 reinforces the intuitive conclusion that the
use ofwooJ for paper provides t\vicc as much economic
value to the state as the use of wood for fuel. However, this
analysis is on a per cord basis. W'hole tree wood harvesting
techniques can extract virtually 100 percent of the biomass
on an acre rather than the 50 percent now extracted by
traditional harvesting techniques. On a per acre basis.
value added by fuel wood may surpass solid wood
products simply becarn,e more biomass is available forthi.~
purpose, and may approach pulp and paper products.
D. The 1989 newspaper glut led policvmakers to
aggressively pursue alternatives, yet such aflalysis continued to define used materials as a disposal prohlcm. The
Jouriaal of the Mim1es0Ll Academy ot Science

Tahk 5. Job Creath m in Minnesota ( 100% \X1aMe I !andkd
in Each Strategy)
Type of Slralegy

Direct Jobs Created

6358
2543

Recycling and Composting
landfilling
Incineration
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Table 6. Value Added Per $1 of Stumpage Value
Fuelwood

Sofid Wood Producis
Pulp & Paper Products

$19.67
$24.00
$42.00

Source: Based on North Central Forest Experiment Station, 1981 study
and Forest Products Marketing & Utilization Study, 1985. DNA

size of markets, but not their value, v.-as the criteria for
decision making. If a sufficient foreign market for baled
newsprint arose, tht·re was no conceptual framework that
would haw encouraged policymakers to reject it as a longterm solution. Newsprint recyded for animal bedding
sold, in mid 1989, for about $50 per ton. Used newsprint
processed into eel lul ose insulation sold, retail, for $240 per
ton. l'ie\vsprint manufactured from newsprint sells,
wholesale, for ahout $650 per ton.
The market for cellu!o1:,e insulation is stable and
relatively small. A substantial animal bedding market may
exist. A very rough calculation made by the Cooperative
Extension Service concluded that within 40 miles of
downtown a market for 100,000 tons of newsprint for
animal bedding may exist. This represents 50 percent of
total ne~rsprint consumed and 100 percent of al I newsprint
now recovered. Animal bedding represents an excellent
short-term and transitional opportunity. :-J ewspri nt
rcmanufacturing would he a better loni;:perm prospect.
This still does not exhaust the pos.~ibilities. One
Ch kago- based new.~pri m to newsprint corporation is
experimenting with upgrading newsprint to computer
printout paper.
E. Because of the high cost of transporting plant matter,
ethanol refineries and wood-fired power plants tend to be
quite small. A typical ethanol plant will produce 10-100
mi Ilion gal! om per year wh i!e a petroleum refinery wil I be
many ti mes that size. A typical wood fired power plant will
be 15-50 megawatts compared to 400-600 megawatts for
rnal fired power plants. The scale of these processing units
makes possible a restructuring and strengthening of mm!
cconomie1:,. Thus when evaluating a switch to plant matter
one m List al ~o take into account the attractiveness of locally
based, perhaps cooperatively m:vned ventures that retain a
high ponion of the flow of money within the area. The
:Vlarshall-based Minnesota Corn Processors is an interesting model. Six years ago the original basis difference
bet~vecn the price of corn in Marshall and at the Chicago
Board of Trade was 60 cents. Southwestern Minnesota is
landlocked, far from the Mississippi River. Today the
difference \1:, 20 cents. Farmer members may be receiving
as much as 40 cents more per bushel than if this nearby
processing facility were not operating ( 49).

5. Create an eJi.port market.
Thi1:, can be done through the conventional channel of
the World Trade Center and the Department of Trade and
Economic Devdopment. The material.~ revolution that
affects Minnesota also affects, or will affect, much of the
Vulumi: ~'5. :-.:un1her 2. 1990

world. Thus businesses and technologies nurtured in
Minnesota may find a ready market elsewhere. Techniques
developed elsewhere could also be licensed by Minnesota
manufacturers.

6. Advocate changes in federal policy that reinforce the same
policy ocyectives pursued by Minnesota.
111e rules that Wa.'ihington set~ can undermine Minnesota's actions or they can vastly multiply the markets
available. Clean air regulations, utility regulations,
appliance efficiency standards, federal procurement
standard'> with re spelt to rec.yd ing, as we!! as tax incentives
and even transportation policies, will greatly impact.
For example, in late 1988, the EPA told the \Visconsin
Electric Power Corporation its proposed Port Washington
power plant renovation was subject to the strict air
pollution standards of new plants. Wisconsin Electric
planned to spend about $71 million to replace cracked
steam drums and for routine maintenance but meeting the
tougher standards could cost $800 million. If required to
meet the tough new standards, massive conversions to
wood might take place. Of the 821 coal burning plants, 360
are smaller than 200 megawatts and most of those are over
3 5 years old ( 50), Similarly, if a carbon tax were imposed
on power plants, then wood would become extremely
amactive. Byone estimate, a 4001'.1W'(e) coal fired power
plant would add about 22 million tons of carbon to 1he
atmosphere over its 30 year llfe. A plant that wa~ fueled
from existing forests would add only 7 million tons and a
plant fueled from fast growing tree plantations would
actually remove a million tons of carbon from the atmosphere over Its life ( 51).
Another example concerns ethanol. 11 is presently
competitive only hecause of a combined federal and state
tax exemption equivalent to over 60 cents per gallon.
How<..>ver, according to one Department of Agriculture
study, a fourfold increase in ethanol con.~umption, to 3.4
billion gallons, would raise prices sufficiently to reduce
farm support payments by $5.9 billion. This translates into
more than 80 cents per additional gallon of ethanol, more
than offsetting the 60 cents federal excise tax exemption( 52), Th us promoting ethanol th rough federal environmental policies would save the nation's taxpayers 20
cents a gallon.

Conclusion
Currently Minnesota lacks a comprehensive materials
polic.y, Despite a strong environmental sensitivity, the state
projects an increase in the per capita consumption of energy
and generation of solid waste. Until recently state polity
encouraged the destruction of used materials and human
waste via incineration rather than the recovery of these
materials via relycl ing. More than 90 percent of the fuels u.~ed
ln the state are imponed; more than one-third of the grains
grown in the state are exported in raw form.
As public polity internalizes the true costs of environmental pollution on garbage dJsposa!, electric generation, and
transportation, it changes the comparative economics of
various materials and material processes. A comprehensive
materials policy can allow Minnesota to take advantage of
these changes while nurturing a domestic engineering,
scientific, and bu.~iness capacity that can export new technologies to other states and countries affected by simi Jar changes
in the external regulatory environment.
Such a policy can benefit Minnesota by reducing its overall
cost of handling materials. It can be the basis for new export
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industries, whether it be final products (e.g. degradable
plastics or industrial particle board) or production processes
(e.g. wood plamation harvesting equipment or sweet
sorghum storage tL'dmiques).
.Fi~ally, such a policy has a psychological reward. By living
withm a planetary materials budget we can become a model
planetary citizen. The knowledge we create by doing so can
become an export that strengthens the state economy. lne
pride we feel by doing so may be just as important and
rewarding.
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